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In a perfect world, every educator hopes to find a magic formula for increasing student
learning. In reality, we know that no such formula exists. However, in our district, we
have found a strategy that teachers across all grade levels and subject areas can successfully use to support reading comprehension as well as reach a diverse set of learners.
This strategy is called concept maps.

Why Concept Maps?
by Sarah Carter and Julie Hirchert
Past
"80% of information that comes into our brain is
visual." -Eric Jensen, Brain Based Learning
Teachers at all four of our district's elementary
school buildings were introduced to the researchbased concept maps strategy three years ago. They
quickly realized that while similar to other graphic
organizers many teachers had used in the past,
concept maps were unique because they extend the
use of visuals to all subject areas and are meant to
be used by all teachers and students. The concept
maps we use are eight visual patterns based on eight
common thinking processes. Teachers bought into
using the concept maps right away because they were
given concrete examples of how concept maps could
be used to aid comprehension in math, science,
social studies and even elective classes such as art,
music and physical education. Teachers realized
that with modeling and exposure to the eight
different concept maps (circle map, bubble map,
double bubble map, tree map, brace map, flow
map, multi-flow map, and bridge map) throughout
the school day, students would become confident
and independent in using and choosing the concept
maps that enhanced their comprehension.
When concept maps were introduced in our district
I had been teaching third grade for eight years.
Initially, I was skeptical that this was just another
new trend that would not transform my teaching
or the learning of my students. Yet, once I started
implementing concept maps in my classroom, I realized that it was not an "add-on". Instead, it was
a useful strategy I could integrate into my teaching
fairly seamlessly. As with any new initiative, it is
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best to start with what you feel most comfortable
and expand as you and your students gain confidence in the new strategy. The third grade English
Language Arts Common Core Standards state that
students must "W3.7. Conduct short research
projects that build knowledge about a topic and
W3.8. Recall information from experiences or
gather information from print and digital sources;
take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into
provided categories." This required my students to
complete a research report, which was an overwhelming task with 35 students. I saw concept
maps as a tool to simplify and organize this complex writing assignment. One form of the concept
maps, the tree map's structure, fit well with what I
was requiring my students to research. For example, each student used a large piece of construction
paper to create their tree map, which helped them
to visually understand how to organize their main
ideas and details before putting them into paragraph form. Not only did this streamline the process for the students, but as the teacher, it allowed
me to quickly assess which students needed support throughout the research and writing process.

Present
"Knowledge is stored in two forms: linguistically
and nonlinguistically. Research proves that the
more we use both systems of representation, the
better we are able to think and recall knowledge."
-Robert Marzano, Classroom Instruction that Works
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Having been transferred this year from teaching
only math at the middle school to now teaching
all subjects in fifth grade at the elementary school,
I was unfamiliar with concept maps. I was nervous
to try using this strategy without being formally
trained, but I reviewed the training materials and
used my colleagues as resources and decided to go
for it! Fortunately, the majority of my students
had already used concept maps for the last two years
and could verbalize their reasoning for choosing
certain concept maps for different tasks and text
structures. Through modeling and thinking aloud,
my students and I continue to gain confidence in
using concept maps to aid our comprehension and
summarize our learning. Presently, we use concept maps several times a week in Language Arts,
science, and social studies. Recently, I introduced
concept maps as a tool for reviewing math concepts.
The students were enthusiastic about choosing the
type of thinking map to use and motivated to look
back at their notes, talk with their partners, and
consult with me in order to show all the multiplication strategies they knew how to use. This
assignment allowed me to see gaps in their understanding, reteach concepts, and provided valuable
information to guide my future instruction. My
colleagues and I have found that concept maps are
an effective comprehension strategy for students
working independently, in partners, small groups,
and during whole group instruction.

K-12 teachers will be trained and will implement
concept maps by the end of the 2015-2016 school
year. Our leadership hopes that concept maps will
provide the common language and consistency our
students require in order to expand their cognitive
abilities in all areas an become successful lifelong
learners.
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Future
"The overwhelming need for learners is for meaningfulness. Understanding a subject results from
perceiving relationships. Our function as educators is to provide our students with the sorts of
experiences that enable them to perceive patterns
that connect."
-Caine & Caine, Making Connections:
Teaching and the Human Brain
Currently, all middle school and high school
teachers within our district are receiving training in concept maps. Our district expects that all
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